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Raise
the reef
Using artificial
intelligence to help power
coral reef restoration

Call for change

Precious
and precarious
Coral reefs are among the planet’s most
precious natural resources, and the most
precarious. These diverse ecosystems—
home to a quarter of all global marine life—
protect shorelines from tropical storms,
provide food and income for 100 million
people and produce $36 billion in
economic value annually. But reefs are
endangered: threatened and degraded by
everything from destructive fishing
methods to warming temperatures to
unsustainable coastal development.
The result? Fully half of the Great Barrier
Reef and 38% of the Asia Reef have already
been destroyed, with an estimated 70% of
the latter expected to be lost by 2050, if
nothing is urgently undertaken to save it.
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Restoring reefs depends first upon
accurately assessing their overall health,
but traditional monitoring efforts rely on
human divers filming the reef and its
inhabitants. This process is time-intensive
and unreliable, obtrusive to marine life and
often yielding inaccurate results. There had
to be a better, smarter way to recreate
coral reefs and restore the natural habitat
for millions of fish and other marine
organisms.
This global challenge needed to be viewed
through a unique lens, by an innovative
team, to achieve a solution that could
grow and evolve as needed and be applied
to monitor and protect other vulnerable
(or seemingly inaccessible) environments.

When tech meets human ingenuity

AI-powered system
for monitoring fish
populations
A group of globally conscious
partners had an ambitious vision and
worked together as one to achieve it.
This was a passion project, stemming
from the partners’ deep appreciation
of and enthusiasm for the
underwater world.
In 2018, a group of enthusiasts who
had formed the Accenture Singapore
Divers Club, began to hold
discussions on marine conservation
and to organize ocean clean-up
projects. Members became
increasingly concerned about the
extent of the damage being wrought
on marine life in South East Asia.
Fishing methods including dynamite
“blast” fishing and cyanide fishing
were turning the reefs—the
“rainforests of the oceans”—into
marine deserts.
The group connected with a coral

conservation foundation in El Nido
which turned their focus to affected
areas in the Philippines. Accenture’s
ecosystem partners, including Intel
and Microsoft, soon joined the
initiative, as did industry partners
National Parks and Singapore
Management University. Project:
CORaiL, an artificial intelligencepowered system for monitoring and
analyzing fish populations, was born,
and the new system was deployed in
a reef surrounding an island in ElNido, Philippines in 2019.
The coral conservation foundation
had built an artificial concrete reef
and “planted” fragments of living
coral within it. As fragments grew
and expanded, the hybrid habitat
became a safe place for fish and
marine life to reside and thrive.
Project: CORailL was created to track
how well it was working.
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At the heart of the endeavor is a costeffective edge computing solution
that seamlessly observes, classifies
and measures marine life.
Strategically placed smart cameras,
installed underwater and equipped
with the Accenture Video Analytics
Services Platform (VASP) and Intel
hardware, allow for non-invasive
observations. The cameras
unobtrusively detect and photograph
marine life and then deep learning
algorithms are applied to count and
classify the fish. The data is sent to
the surface, where it is further
processed, annotated and analyzed
(thanks to grant assistance from
Microsoft’s AI for Earth initiative),
then made accessible through
dashboards and safely stored. The
cameras can also be moved to
monitor different parts of the reef.

A valuable difference

Navigating truly
uncharted waters
Much more than one company’s vision, Project:
CORaiL is driven by an industry-leading ecosystem
of partners. This collaboration allowed Accenture
to apply its AI technology to a previously untapped
data source--underwater imagery.
Since it was first deployed in May 2019, Project:
CORaiL has collected more than 71,000 images,
which researchers have used to gauge reef health
by analyzing fish populations in real-time. They are
then able to make data-driven decisions,
essentially doing hands-on monitoring without
disrupting the underwater environment. This
model could be applied to monitor other fragile
reef ecosystems, like the Great Barrier Reef or the
Mesoamerican Reef. Down the road, Project:
CORaiL could also leverage biomass estimation to
understand the size of individual fish and use
sensors to identify seawater salinity, pH and
temperature at various depths.
Meanwhile, engineers from Accenture and Intel
are already at work developing the next-gen
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prototype, in hopes of capturing an even more
complete picture of the ecosystem’s 24/7 activity.
This kind of non-invasive monitoring is becoming
increasingly important due to the implications of
global climate change. While its features are
specific to marine use cases, additional
applications of the technology could include
studying the migration rate of tropical fish to
colder climates and monitoring intrusion in
protected or restricted underwater areas or at fish
farms. It could also be leveraged commercially, to
develop a mobile app to help recreational divers
identify the fishes they encounter.
Project: CORaiL demonstrates how creative
thinking, cutting-edge technology and
collaborative partnerships can navigate truly
uncharted waters, stretching the boundaries
of what’s possible and providing critical
information to help make better decisions
about how we live and work in a changing and
fragile world.
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Disclaimer
This content is provided for general information
purposes and is not intended to be used in
place of consultation with our professional
advisors. This document refers to marks owned
by third parties. All such third-party marks are
the property of their respective owners. No
sponsorship, endorsement or approval of this
content by the owners of such marks is
intended, expressed or implied.
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